
LIGHTWORKERS

AN EXHIBITION EXPERIENCE IN GLASS+LIGHT



GLASS ARTIST :  NADINE KEEGAN

https://nadinekeegan.com/

Nadine Keegan uses the practice of leadlighting to research and

communicate the history, importance and possibilities of the enduring craft

and craftsperson. After visiting the Cosmovitrial, the stained glass mural and

botanic gardens in Toluca, Mexico created by artist Leopold Flores, Nadine

realised the possibilities of the medium have yet to be fully explored. The

solarpunk and futuristic vision felt by this artwork has continued to inspire

Nadine. The Australian bush is a consistent theme in Nadine’s work. The

depiction of Australian flora and fauna aims to explore not only the unique

forms and idiosyncrasies of the Australian bush but also ideas surrounding

our human relationship with the natural world and social identity within

Australia. Nadine is building a strong practice in innovative glass work and

her work is collected in Australia and internationally.

ARTWORKS:Artist’s own collection

https://nadinekeegan.com/


GLASS ARTIST :  MARK HOWARD

https://www.facebook.com/pages/category/professional-

service/mark-howard-glassworks-510960115663221/ 

Mark Howard – the alchemist – takes glass and turns it into pure magic.

Beautiful works that move your heart and stir your soul. Mark has been a

wizard with glass for over thirty years, starting with a family business in the

UK and now creating works of great beauty in Australia. He is inspired by

many things and transforms his inspiration into glass which is inspiring in its

turn. Mark has also worked with Armadale Doors and Leadlight in Malvern

for many years. His studio is now in the Dandenongs where Mark is inspired

by the beauty and tranquility of his surroundings.

ARTWORKS: Artist’s own collection



GLASS ARTIST :  JAN ASPINALL

https://www.facebook.com/jan-aspinall-architectural-

stained-glass-studio-148483851910320/

South Australian artist Jan Aspinall’s passion for stained glass first began in a

small chapel in Germany in 1976. She was moved and inspired by the

simplicity of colour and line of a very small modern window at the rear of

the church; this took Jan's experience of glass to a new and totally

unexpected higher level, captured her imagination and thus her relationship

with contemporary stained glass was established. Jan continues to be

amazed by the potential that glass offers & says that it is a fantastic medium

to work with. experimenting with light, shadow, texture, applied ink, collage

and layered glass, enhancing both exterior and interior spaces, all bring life

and energy to all projects undertaken. Jan has had a long and distinguished

career working with architects, interior designers and technicians to create

many inspiring works of glass in Australia.

ARTWORK :TOP Strathalbyn Library SA BOTTOM Glaas Inc

https://www.facebook.com/Jan-Aspinall-Architectural-Stained-Glass-Studio-148483851910320/


GLASS ARTIST :  CHRISTOPHER JOHN

https://www.redphoenixglass.com/ 

Christopher John studied Art and Design at Prahran College of Advanced

Education in the late 70's, followed by a Post Graduate Diploma in glass

painting at Chisholm Institute under the supervision of Klaus Zimmer. In

1989 he established his first glass practice Sacred Art Studios, working

primarily in ecclesiastic stained glass. Christopher continues to create

beautiful works of glass art as Red Phoenix Glass completing ongoing

commissions all around Australia for ecclesiastical, private and public art

installations. Christopher has completed a circle by currently teaching glass

at Melbourne Polytechnic in Prahran, the site of the original Prahran

College.

ARTWORKS SHOWN: L Light Tower R Public Art Gympie Council Qld



GLASS ARTIST :  ANNE SORENSEN

https://annesorensen.com.au/ 

Anne Sorensen has been a full time studio glass artist for thirty years,

working from her purpose built studio in Bouvard, Western Australia. Firstly

leadlight and copper foil lamps, then kiln formed glass. The last ten years

have seen her practice devoted to kiln formed glass. Having developed some

basic techniques Anne has completed many glass workshops and

Masterclasses in Australia, Scotland, and New Zealand; and she completed a

Certificate III in Glass and Glazing in 2014. Anne Sorensen has won

numerous awards, been a Finalist in the Ranamok Glass Prize in 2011 and

2012 and a finalist in the Tom Malone Art Prize in 2019. She exhibits in

Western Australia, the Eastern States of Australia and in New Zealand, and

also regularly secures public, corporate and private commissions.

ARTWORK : L Sky Blue Top R Rainbow Drop Bowls BR Chords


